.50 B&M ALASKAN
WILDCAT CARTRIDGES by Layne Simpson

S

ometime during the 1950s
gunsmith Harold Johnson, who
owned a shop in Cooper Landing
Alaska called Johnson’s Kenai
Rifles, decided to create a rifle and
cartridge combination that would
be ideal for back-up use by guides
who were tasked with preventing clientele from being eaten by
a brown bear or gored by a bull
moose. His small advertisement
in American Rifleman (May 1955,
page 83) read: “The .450 Alaskan
is the most powerful lever action made. Light, fast and handy,
it is used from Alaska to Africa
by hunters, guides and photographers. Uses .348 Winchester case
with 400-grain, .457-inch bullet at
2,100 fps. New rifle on Winchester
Model 71 action for $185 or $85 on
your Model 71 action.”
Johnson later acquired a Winchester Model 86 .50-110 with a
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Cartridges shown include a (1) .348
Winchester, a (2) Starline .50 Alaskan
case, a (3) .450 Alaskan, a (4) .50
Alaskan and a (5) .50 B&M Alaskan.
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rusted-out bore and decided to
make a replacement for it from a
military-surplus .50 BMG machine
gun barrel. But rather than chamber the barrel for the Winchester
cartridge, he necked up the .450
Alaskan case to .50 caliber. Lacking a jacketed bullet for his new
cartridge, he whittled away at the
750-grain .50 BMG boat-tail bullet
until it weighed 450 grains. When
shooting his homemade projectile seated in a case base-forward, Johnson claimed it would
zip clean through a moose or a
bear from any angle. He usually
referred to the cartridge as “the
.50” and carried it while guiding
RCBS founder, Fred Huntington,
and other hunters. The cartridge
eventually became commonly
known as the .50 Alaskan.
Fast-forward about 60 years
and we have the introduction of
the .50 B&M Alaskan by Michael
McCourry (the “B” is for his friend

William Bruton). It is but one of
about a dozen of his wildcats in
calibers ranging from 9.3mm to
.50. Some are on the Remington
Ultra Mag case, others are on the
Winchester Short Magnum (WSM)
case. Rather than simply design a
new cartridge and leave it at that,
McCourry heads to points around
the globe for tests on various game
ranging from Asiatic buffalo in
Australia to elephant and Cape
buffalo in Africa. And rather than
guesstimating chamber pressures,
he has his own pressure-testing
equipment at an indoor range. He
also designs bullets for his cartridges, and a recovery box allows testing them for expansion
and penetration prior to heading
to the field.
The original .50 Alaskan was
made by necking up the .348 Winchester case and fireforming to
minimum body taper. Doing so
remains an option, but Starline

The SSK Marlin .50 B&M Alaskan test rifle features
after-market sights, a McGowen barrel and a Weaver
V3 1-3x scope in a T’SOB mounting base.
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Pristine bullets and those recovered from expansion test media at 50-yard impact
velocities include (left to right): a Swift 325-grain A-Frame, a North Fork 450
Bonded SP and a Swift 450 A-Frame.

Using a Corbin CSP-1 press to push the
Swift .510-inch, 450-grain A-Frame
through an annular draw die decreases
its diameter to .500 inch for the .50
B&M Alaskan.

eliminates the chore by offering
fully formed cases. Bullet diameter for Harold Johnson’s cartridge
is .510 inch, whereas Michael McCourry went with .500 inch, which
just happens to be the diameter
of bullets made for the .500
S&W Magnum. One trip through
an RCBS .50 B&M Alaskan fulllength resizing die squeezes down
the mouth of the Starline case for
the smaller-diameter bullet.
Only a few .510-inch bullets of
the correct weight and style for
the .50 Alaskan are available while
.500-inch bullets are quite common. Using the slightly skinnier
bullet increases the versatility
of the original .50 Alaskan concept. As far as I know, the Swift
450-grain A-Frame is the lightest
.510-inch bullet available for the
.50 Alaskan, and while it would be
an excellent big bear stopper, it is
a bit heavily constructed for quick

expansion on deer-size game. In
regard to .500-inch bullets, and
while heavier bullets of this diameter are available for the big stuff,
lighter (and softer) bullets are
better for use on deer, black bear
and such. McCourry’s favorites for
deer are the Hornady 300-grain
FTX and the Sierra 400-grain JSP.
It is important to note that when
pushed to maximum .50 B&M velocities, most bullets designed specifically for the .500 S&W Magnum
are too soft for adequate penetra-

tion on heavier game. This especially holds true inside 50 yards,
where velocities are still high.
Stouter bullets suitable for use on
bigger game are available.
Cutting Edge 300-, 335- and
375-grain, deep-cavity Lever Gun
bullets included in the accompanying table were designed by McCourry and are available from
Cutting Edge. He is especially fond
of the heaviest version, but due to
the position of its crimp groove,
(Continued on page 63)

.50 B&M Alaskan Handloads
bullet
(grains)

powder

charge
(grains)

velocity
(fps)

50-yard
3-shot group
average
(inches)

SSK Industries custom Marlin New Model 1895, 22-inch barrel, 1:20 twist
300 Cutting Edge Lever Gun CN
300 Hornady FTX (1)
325 Swift A-Frame
335 Cutting Edge Lever Gun CN
350 Speer Deep Curl
375 Cutting Edge Lever Gun CN (2)
400 Sierra JSP-SM
400 RCBS 82099 cast (3)
405 Cutting Edge Lever Gun Solid
450 Swift A-Frame (4)
450 North Fork Bonded SP
500 Hornady XTP FP
500 Woodleigh Weldcore (4)

IMR-4198
IMR-4198
RL-7
IMR-4198
RL-7
RL-7
H-4198
IMR-4198
IMR-4198
IMR-4198
RL-7
H-322
H-4198
RL-10X
IMR-4198

68.0
67.0
66.0
65.0
65.0
64.0
63.0
40.0
50.0
61.0
58.0
62.0
56.0
62.0
56.0

2,444
2,428
2,251
2,331
2,059
2,087
2,113
1,334
1,986
2,138
1,827
1,966
1,970
1,947
1,902

1.30
1.08
.73
.82
.94
.81
.79
1.11
1.21
1.14
.86
1.10
1.18
1.27
.91

2,198
2,122
2,203
2,027

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

SSK custom Ruger No. 1, 20-inch barrel, 1:12 twist *
410 Cutting Edge Raptor HP
450 Cutting Edge Safari Solid
450 Northfork Bonded SP
500 Hornady FP-XTP

IMR-4198
IMR-4198
IMR-4198
IMR-4198

65.0
64.0
65.0
62.0

* Not for lever-action rifles
(1)

Shorten case to 1.97 inches for this bullet; cartridge length not to exceed 2.55 inches.
For Winchester/Browning only (see text)
(3)
Actual weight cast from scrap wheel weights is 408 grains
(4)
Diameter reduced to .500 inch with Corbin draw die
(2)

Running a Starline .50 Alaskan case
(left) into an RCBS .50 B&M Alaskan
full-length resizing die (center) necks it
down for a .500-inch bullet (right).
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Notes: All powder charges were pressure-tested by the cartridge designer, Michael McCourry. All charges
are maximum, or close to it, and starting loads should be reduced by 10 percent. Velocities are the average
of five shots chronographed 12 feet from the muzzle with a Oehler 33 chronograph. Starline .50 Alaskan
cases and Federal 210M primers used in all loads.
Be Alert – Publisher cannot accept responsibility for errors in published load data. Listed loads are only valid in the test firearms
used. Reduce initial powder charge by 10 percent and work up while watching for pressure signs.
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Wildcat Cartridges
(Continued from page 29)

overall cartridge length is too long
for the Marlin action to handle.
Winchester and Browning Model
71 rifles accept slightly longer cartridges, so it works fine in them.
With a wide flat on its nose, the
monolithic Cutting Edge 405-grain
Lever Gun Solid may be the only
available tube magazine-friendly
bullet of its type. Exiting the 18inch barrel of a Browning 71 at
2,175 fps, it has proven to be quite
effective on big stuff, including
Cape buffalo.
Another preference for use on
heavy game is the 450-grain North
Fork, with its bonded lead core.
The Swift 350-grain A-Frame really hammers huge Vancouver Island black bears. I wanted to try
the Swift 450-grain A-Frame and
the Woodleigh 500-grain Weldcore in my rifle, but they are .510inch bullets. Dave Corbin came to
the rescue with an annular draw
die for my CSP-1 press. In goes a
.510-inch bullet and out comes a
.500-inch bullet.
As powders go, IMR-4198 seems
to do it all. The cartridge does
have some recoil, so loading 40.0
grains behind any bullet weighing
from 300 to 500 grains results in
an excellent reduced-velocity load.
Shooting the RCBS .500-400-SWC
or Lyman No. 501680 bullet cast of
scrap wheel weights saves money
during practice sessions. Moving
to the opposite extreme in velocity
and power, no other powder beats
IMR-4198.
The first .50 B&M Alaskan rifles
I shot belonged to McCourry and
were built by SSK Industries
on Marlin New Model 1895 and
Browning Model 71 actions. Both
had 18-inch Pac-Nor barrels. My
Marlin was also built by SSK, and
its 22-inch barrel was made by McGowen Precision Barrels in Kalispell, Montana. It has a 1:20 twist
and a muzzle diameter of .795 inch
compared to .725 inch for the .4570 barrel it replaced. Depending
on the powder/bullet combination, velocity difference between
it and an 18-inch barrel ranges
from just a tad to upward of 75
February-March 2018

fps. More important than a small
increase in velocity is the reduction in muzzle blast from a longer
barrel. Making the big cartridge
flow smoothly through the Marlin action requires talent, and the
guys at SSK obviously are blessed
with an abundance of it.
It rains a lot in Alaska, so for
the conversion I chose a Model
1895 MLXR with laminated wood
stock and stainless steel barreled
action. The barrel features Masterpiece open sights from N.E.C.G.,
a No. 61 Adjustable at the rear
and a No. 661 Banded Ramp up
front. The front sight is the S-4
version, and in addition to a fixed
3
⁄32 -inch silver bead it has a larger
11
⁄64 -inch white bead that can
be hinged up and in front of the
smaller bead when light is bad,
or folded down when not needed.
British rifle builders call it a
“night sight,” and the folding bead
is often made from the tusk of a
warthog because it does not turn
yellow with age as elephant ivory
is prone to do.
The .50 B&M Alaskan shoots
flat enough for shots on game out
to about 150 yards, but it is seen at
its best as a close-range stopper.
For that, a scope with a wide field
of view is needed, and after trying
several I settled on a Weaver V3
1-3x with a 22-foot field of view at
25 yards. An indestructible T’SOB
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scope mounting base installed by
SSK holds Maxima quick-detach
rings from Warne. Total weight is
8.75 pounds. It was used to shoot
most of the loads included in this
column. The Ruger No. 1 loads were
shot by Michael McCourry.
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Introducing the

GRX Recoil Lug for
the Ruger 10/22™!

The GRX solves the chronic accuracy problem
with the 10/22 platform by focusing the recoil
area to a lug similar to a centerfire rifle.
• Eliminates fliers and improves accuracy 15% to 20%
• Simply installed by replacing the barrel retainer,
fitting and bedding the lug into the stock (instructions included)
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